CERFACS is located on the campus of Météo-France, in the western part of Toulouse, at 7 km away from Toulouse downtown and at 8 km from Toulouse Blagnac Airport. Easily reachable by bus and metro.

**CERFACS**  
42, Avenue Gaspard Coriolis  
31057 Toulouse Cedex 1  
France  
http://www.cerfacs.fr

**DRIVING DIRECTIONS**

* Take the périphérique:
  - towards Foix-Tarbes from the Paris-Bordeaux highway
  - towards Blagnac from the Montpellier highway
* Take Exit 27 “La Cépière”
* Follow the signs “Cugnaux”, then “Pradettes”, finally “Météo - CERFACS”.
ACCESS to CERFACS

TAXI
From the Airport: a taxi can drive you to Meteopole in about 10 minutes.
Taxis are located on the ground floor, arrival level, between doors B3 (Hall B) and C1 (Hall C).
To book: 05 61 30 02 54

PUBLIC TRANSPORT

1. From Blagnac Airport to the Centre of Toulouse:

AIRPORT SHUTTLE
GROUND FLOOR—ARRIVAL LEVEL - GATE C2

Price: 8 € (One trip airport)
Ticket is valid throughout the entire bus-underground network and the Airport Shuttle.
Where to buy: Airport Shuttle, Automatic Ticket Dispensers, Tisséo Agencies, Coach station, Ticket Easy
Frequency: Every day except on the 1st of May: from 5:40 a.m. to 0.10 a.m., every 20 minutes, depending on traffic conditions
Stopping places: Pierre Baudis Conference Centre (Compans Caffarelli station), Jeanne d’Arc station (line B), Jean Jaurès station (lines A and B), Matabiau Station (train, metro, bus, coach).

OR

TRAMWAY Line T2
GROUND FLOOR—ARRIVAL LEVEL - GATE C2

Price: Single ticket: €1.70 (No tickets are sold on board the tram)
One trip allows the holder to use 4 different lines over a period of 1 hour (1hr30 for the airport shuttle) from the first time the ticket is validated. In Metro, tram & bus network.
Stopping place: Arènes (Metro Line A)
Travel time: Airport—Arènes: 21 minutes

2. From the Centre of Toulouse to CERFACS: METRO and BUS

Take the metro (line A) from “Jean-Jaurès” or “Marengo—SNCF” station to the last stop “Basso Cambo”.
With the same ticket to be punched again in the bus, take bus n° 18 (check that the direction at the front of the bus is “Cité Scolaire Rive-Gauche”), then get off at stop “METEO-FRANCE”.
It takes about 20 minutes from downtown to Méteo by metro and bus.
A metro + bus ticket will cost around €1.70 (but €2 if bought in the bus).

You can also get on bus n° 21, and get off at the “Vandel” stop. The Méteo-France campus is behind you, at the roundabout.
https://www.tisseo.fr/en